Worthy gifts to commemorate the occasions of a lifetime

Commencement! . . . and every day of cherished memories . . . through years its associations linger, when commemorated by a Sheaffer Lifetime® gift. Wonderful new character and freedom come to writing with Sheaffer Balance® instruments. Distinguished desk sets serve Lifetime® pens lightly, precisely, to the ready writing angle. Alert receptacles hold the pen air-sealed, ever moist for feather-touch response in writing. Regal ensembles present Sheaffer equipment smoothly harmonizing in color and design — each ensemble, in itself, a complete writing outfit. The time has come to throw off the restraint of awkward, flat-end pens and pencils — matched Balance® equipment is the vogue. Start your ensemble with one or two pieces, complete it later.

AT BETTER STORES EVERYWHERE

All Sheaffer pens are guaranteed for life and the Sheaffer Lifetime® pen is guaranteed unconditionally for the life of the owner — even though a street car runs over it and the pieces are returned to the factory, a new pen will be sent without question. Distinguish between the ordinary guarantee and that of the genuine Lifetime® pen which is guaranteed against everything except loss. Sheaffer’s Lifetime® pens from $7; Sheaffer’s Lifetime® 14-karat solid gold-band Autograph pens with duplicate of your actual signature (serving for identification) from $12.75. Autograph pencils from $9. Other Sheaffer pens from $3.

SHEAFFER’S
PENS-PENCILS-DESK SETS-SKIRP
W. A. SHEAFFER PEN COMPANY • FORT MADISON, IOWA, U. S. A.
Chicago Office, 209 South State Street

Above prices include desk stands only. genuine Lifetime® desk pens, from $7.